Auzobillaahi minash shaitaan nir rajeem. Bismillaah hir rahmaan nir raheem. Alhamdulillaah.

The Proofs that Jesus Christ Mahdi will
be in India but not in Syria, Makkah,
Madina, Iraq or Constantinople.
My note:- Please see the Bhongir & Qustuntuniya chapters in Menu topics.
They are part 2 & 3 of it. This is part one chapter.
Muslims, Christians & Jews Chronic false faith: - All of these religious
people believe the arrival of last savior Messiah but confused in the matter of his arrival
place. It was all wish of Allaah to maintain sealed prophecies. It’s not their mistake but
lack of wisdom.Since long Muslims have believed Mahdi to come in Makkah, Madina &
Kufa of Iraq. But now all of a sudden Mahdi appeared in India with signs. Was it a
mistake of Muslim scholars in understanding prophecies or were those prophecies
sealed? Christians also have believed that Jesus will come in Jerusalem of Israel & now
all of a sudden how come Jesus appeared in India? Jews also say Bible OT spoke
about Messiah’s arrival in Israel & howcome all of a sudden Messiah appeared in India?
My answer to all these Muslims, Christians & Jews is as follows. Muslims didn’t
understand the partial metaphorical prophecies of Prophet Mohammed (s) & assumed
the places names to be literal. They ignored the interpretations of prophecies which
were through visions of prophets. Christians & Jews also did the same mistake. They
also ignored the prophecies of Israel’s replacement with India the land of Edomites. It
has become a chronic faith of all these religious people & now it’s hurting them a lot. It
has become very hard for them to grasp the truth now. But if they want to be true
believers then they all must accept the truth.
What are the proofs that Jesus Christ the Messiah Mahdi Kalki was supposed to
be born & appear perfectly in India? What are the proofs of Mahdi’s appearing
after 1973 A.D. & before 2015 A.D. only but not in future or past? :- All the
prophecies speak about Mahdi’s arrival in India to vanish Maseeh Dajjaal. And the
sealed prophecies have aso given the period between 1835 A.D. to 2015 A.D. In
between this period first Maseeh Dajjaal was supposed to arise, then Messiah
was supposed to be born on 24rth March 1973 & angel Jibraeel (a) was supposed
to appear as Daabbatul Ard Peacock in 2015 A.D.

First let’s see his places names in India as per Holy books.
Many reasons & prophecies of Mahdi are there confirming his arrival in India.

Mohammed (s)’s prophecies about Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal were
through partial metaphorical visions. The places names used in the prophecies were
metaphorical & not literal. Though some prophecies of end days also have literal places
names showing world conditions during Mahdi’s arrival. Bible & Hinduism’s Holy books
also have same kind of metaphorical sealed prophecies.Religious scholars found India
& other places also in prophecies of Prophet Mohammed (s). And they ultimately got
confused & still waiting for clearance from Jesus the Mahdi. If they have patience, time
& peaceful investigation capacity then they will find the truth.
The world’s highest religious populated country in the world is India. The world’s highest
population of Hypocrite Muslims live in India. They are actually more than 250 million
imperfect corrupted hypocrite Muslims in India but declared as 180 millions officially due
to political issues.
Jesus son of Marium (a) died in Kashmir India & grave is also discovered in India.
Maseeh Dajjaal also appeared in India with all prophetical signs & hence prophecies
demanded the arrival of true Messiah also in same place.
Mahdi is shown as best Wheatish man in Hadiths against Maseeh Dajjaal. And
wheatish means Indian.
Quran is pointing towards the land of polytheists, pagans, hypocrites, superstitious &
spiritual dead people in India for Mahdi’s arrival. The verses of Quran about Islam’s
prevailation are pointing the land of most polytheists.
Hadiths pointed towards India for Mahdi’s arrival.
Bible OT & NT is pointing towards land of Edomites the Indians in east of the world.
Hinduism books are pointing towards India for arrival of Kalki the Mahdi.
Mahdi’s arrival places are mentioned in Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism & Tibetans Holy
books. These books spoke about state Andhra Pradesh (Telangana), Red Hills,
Afzalgunj, Rajender nagar, Upparpally, Mahdipura, Hyderguda, Chintalmet, Hyderabad,
Punjab, Qadian, Nalgonda district, Bhongir in India. These books spoke directly with
names & metaphorically numerical place name codings.
The urgent need of a savior demanded this arrival in India. The India is land full of
injustice & spiritual dead people.
The arrival of Adam (a) & Noah (a) in India also made world focus for Jesus the Mahdi
in India.

Mahdi’s Generation & place confusions.
Scenes of Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal are given but places names
found to be metaphorical through visions. Mahdi’s signs & ancestors names are
given but his generation records cannot be proven in the world. So how to find
out the actual places names of Mahdi’s arrival & his generation records?
Generally Muslims keep on saying that Mahdi will come from the family of prophet Mohammed
(s) through his beloved daughter Bibi Fatima’s sons Hussain & Hasan. In the same way
Christians & Jews also say that Jesus Christ Messiah will come from the King David’s (a)
generation. But how to know the generation record or perfect generation of Messiah? Even if
generation records are very much facts with some families then also suspicion arises naturally.
It cannot be taken as perfect proof. Then how to know the Messiah’s generation? It’s simple.
How do you know the distance automatically through mathematics formulae when distance not
known but time & speed are given? In the same way Muslims don’t find any verse in Quran &
Hadtihs certifying the particular date of Messiah openly. But it’s there in hidden style. And Jews,
Christians, Muslims don’t know the actual place of Messiah’s & Maseeh Dajjaal’s arrivals. They
have many confused symbolic prophecies. Jews just say that Messiah will be born in Israel.
Christians say that Messiah will come back on same mount of Olives as he left with clouds from
Jerusalem. Muslims say that Messiah will arrive with body on the mosque near a white tower.
Gernerally they assume mosque ummayad of Damascus. Other Muslims who have considered
Mahdi & Jesus second coming as coming of 2 different personalities say that Mahdi will come
in Madina after running away from Makkah. Then Jesus will come in Damascus where Mahdi
will welcome Jesus from sky. But all of them are in full confusions & have no certain proofs
though they were in holy books. They didn’t understand them properly. Those prophecies were
sealed till the time of real Messiah’s arrival (Myself). So in fact the time period, place &
generation records are missing or full of confusions or people do not believe them or they don’t
know wheather those prophecies are symbolic or direct clear unsealed. How to find out these
time period, place, & Messiah’s generation record? The scenes of Maseeh Dajjaal & Messiah’s
are given. The scene of Daabbatul Ard (speaking creature from earth are giver given). I have
taken the proofs from authentic hadiths, Bible & Quran to prove the place, time & even
generation. First of all the prophetical scenes happened in India & after that all other Holy books
signs matched. Now I have proved the generation of Messiah from two prophet’s families, time
period & place perfectly by the grace of Allah. Kindly read them first or later as you wish.

When scenes & time periods are given for Mahdi then it’s easy to find out the
metaphorical places names interpretations & his generation records.
Before my explanation please recall your mathematics classes with few simple mathematics
formulae.
How to find the distance travelled? When time & speed are given.
How to find the time taken to travel the particular distance when speed & distance are given?
How to find the speed of travelling body when time & distance given?
Speed=Distance/Time
Distance=Speed*Time
Time=Distance/Speed.
Example Question 1

Jane drives at an average speed of 45 mph on a journey of 135 miles.
How long does the journey take?
To find a time, we need to divide distance by speed.
135 miles ÷ 45 mph = 3 hours
Example Question 2
Chris cycles at an average speed of 8 mph.
If he cycles for 6½ hours, how far does he travel?
To find a distance, we need to multiply speed by time.
8 mph × 6.5 hours = 52 miles
Example Question 3
Nikki has to travel a total of 351 miles. She travels the first 216 miles in 4 hours.
(a) What is her average speed for the first part of the journey?
To find average speed, we need to divide distance by time.
216 miles ÷ 4 hours = 54 mph
Her average speed is the same for the whole of her journey.
(b) How long does the whole journey take?
To find time, we need to divide distance by speed.
351 miles ÷ 54 mph = 6.5 hours
If we want to make sure the generation of Messiah from prophets then we have to see the
other signs which were supposed to happen only on him. If those signs & scenes
happens with a man then it is proved that he is from the generation of prophet Ibrahim &
Prophet Mohammed (s).
Generation of Messiah = Physical & prophetical Signs of Messiah + Scene of Messiah with
Maseeh Dajjaal + Time Period + Place of Scenes of Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal + Daabbatul
Ard’s speaking in Messiah’s favour (end days mysterious creature’s talking for Messiah).
Time Period of Messiah=Prophetical scenes of Messiah with claims + Scenes of Maseeh
Dajjaal with Messiah + signs of Messiah’s arrival during end days + DaabbatulArd’s speaking in
Messiah’s favour (end days mysterious creature’s talking for Messiah)
Place of Messiah =Place of Practical scenes of Messiah’s arrival with time period + Place
where Maseeh Dajjaal appeared + Place where all prophecies of Maseeh Dajjaal& Messiah
happened. + Place where DaabbatulArd’s speaking scene happened in Messiah’s favour (end
days mysterious creature’s talking for Messiah)
Where are descendants of Esau (Edom meaning red originated from a red bean or stew)
=The place where real Messiah &Maseeh Dajjaal have appeared with perfect prophetical signs
& identifications with scenes in the East of the world + the place where the wheatish/yellowish
unique people live with red bean type marks on their foreheads + the place which is hated by all
world due to idol worships, unclealiness, foolishness, ignorancy, descendants of Rome &
Greece with mythologies.

In this above mathematical ways we can find out the true Messiah’s
details.
Wheather the prophecies about the DabbatulArd, Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal Symbolic or
non Symbolic prophecies (direct open prophecies with actual names of places with
scenes)?
The prophetical scenes happened with the claimant of Messiah in similar metaphorically
prophecised places as mentioned in hadiths with his identification proofs + the scenes of
DabbaatulArd with similar places mentioned in hadiths with Messiah + the time period + the
perfect uniqueness of scenes matching in those places + the signs & identification proofs of
Maseeh Dajjaal matching with a religious dynasty of False Messiah MGAQ & his Khalifas with
similar places as mentioned in prophecies + fulfillment of all end days prophecies leaving no
room for any further claims of Messiah.
From which place Messiah shall come?
Messiah is prophecised to appear from the place where Maseeh Dajjaal is present. Messiah &
Maseeh Dajjaal are seen at one place by prophet Mohammed (a). The Maseeh Dajjaal was
never supposed to enter 4 sacred mosques namely Aqsa Jerusalem Israel, Mosque Sinai of
Moses (a), Mosque Haram of Makkah & Mosque of Prophet Mohammed (s) in Madinah. And
Hadiths say that Messiah will appear among a group of Muslims in Sared Mosque where 400
women & 800 men will be with a pious Imam (religious Muslim Leader). And the proofs from
various hadiths say that this Imam is actually the Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth holding Bani Israel
Muslims under him.
It will be the East of the Globe. Eastern side of Damascus near a white mosque tower. It will be
east of Makkah & Yathrab (Madinah) also because Prophet Mohammed (s) pointed towards
east three times when he was in Arabia.
Where is that white mosque tower with mosque Aqsa or sacred mosque along with
Maseeh Dajjaal?
The mosque Aqsa tower is in eastern of Damascus, Makkah & Madina. And there is the
Maseeh Dajjaal present. That mosque Aqsa is in Punjab, Qadian, India.

But which is that place & how it is mentioned in Hadiths?
A place where three sides water & one side land is there just like Constantinople Istanbul
(Qustuntuniya). A place where 3 partitions will occur based on religious issues with Islamic
slogans like “Allahuakbar”. One partition on left (Pakistan) & another on its right with coastal
areas (Bangla Desh) making the 3rd partition (Independent India) in between. This land will be
having a coastal area just like State of Israel with its capital like Jerusalem in between (Andhra
Pradesh with Hyderabad as Capital). Its map will be the reverse of State of Israel which was
part of Old Syria (Replaced with Andhra Pradesh India). It will have a city with the name “The
place where Lion lives” & Messiah like a lion will come out of it to speak against the
AntiChrist666, the Maseeh Dajjaal. That place will be called as South “Deccan” also. In that
coastal land there will be a place called as Red Hills on which Messiah shall be born on
Saturday between 2 A.M. to 5 A.M. It will be a land where already AntiChrist666’s agents will
be there to grab the Messiah as soon as he is born but Allah will save him. In that land on east
of Makkah & Madina there will be a group of Jewish generation religious people who will claim
the coming of revelation from Allah but it will not be from Allah. There a man will be born with a
code of 1335 (which is1835 A.D.) after stopping of daily sacrifices of Jews. That Muslim man will
claim to be Messiah & prophet. That man will be a false Christ but will succeed worldwide from
that place through his vice-regents. That land’s population will have figures 120 with little more

where highest numbers of polytheists live by the time 2012 A.D. Those people will be very
religious but in darkness who will not be able to worship the real creator in true prescribed way.
That land of world’s east will have 2 main important personalities who will be acting like horns of
Satan among the false prophet Messiah’s religious dynasty. It will be a place where real
Messiah from “The place where Lion lives (Hyderabad)” will come out as an ignorant young
man, the true believer of Allah to speak against the Maseeh Dajjaal during winter period with 2
guards or companions. The real Messiah will be the guest of false Messiah’s religious group. It
will be a place with white tower of mosque with name “Aqsa” (Baitul Muqaddas). The place
where there will be a colony of Jewish tribe people (metaphorically Yahoodia) who will be
followers of Maseeh Dajjaal. It will be a meeting place, the Aqsa mosque with white tower where
real Messiah & duplicate Messiah’ s vice-regent accompanied with one guard will arrive in an
aeroplane with 70 Jewish people from worldwide. It is the land peninsula just like Arab
peninsula where many people will die due to the piercing of land just like Tsunami of 2004 A.D.
It will be a land of mainly polytheists with common neighbour Islamic country just like Syria &
Iraq (India & Pakistan). From border area of polytheists’ people country the Maseeh dajjaal will
rise & that place will be in between Islamic country & polythiests’s country just like Syria & Iraq.
It is the very big land the peninsula where two persons shall appear against each other with the
same claim of being Messiah. All the signs of duplicate Messiah will happen upon Maseeh
Dajjaal & all the true signs of Messiah will happen upon real Messiah. It is the land where 70K
Bani Israel will gather for a religious meeting, preaching with the holy books proofs & black
flags. The year will be 1991 A.D. after birth of Messiah in 1973 March 24rth. And it will be a
winter season. And remember Ahmadies do their yearly religious gatherings in December.
Messiah will be young Bedouin of 18 years plus. He will be Maseeh Dajjaal’s guest from
Hyderabad.
The places of Jesus Christ Mahdi’s coming.
(1) Where will Messiah come on the globe as per prophecies of Hindu scriptures, Bible,
Quran, Hadiths? Which side & part of Globe, Continent, country, state, City, district,
village, colony, residence? Where will he appear, where will he break cross, where will
he kill Maseeh Dajjaal & from where Daabbatul Ard will speak?
The exact opposite location of Israel with Jerusalem, the Safa Marwah & Kaaba, the
house like Kaaba inside, rukn, muqam. Garbha Griha, temple of Allah.
Jesus Christ Mahdi will be from world’s biggest continent Asia, East of the globe in sub
continent India the peninsula, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad South (Deccan), Red Hills,
Upparpally, Hyderguda, Chintalmet, Rajender nagar, Bhongir. First Mahdi will stay in city
(Madina) in the places namely Mahdipura (Mahdi’s place), Mahdipatnam (place of Mahdi).then
he will move to a village nearby. That area will be called as Upperpally (the place of clay works
or the place of potters work), (trouble valley (Chintalmet), place of Lion (Hyderguda),
Rajendernagar (Kingdom of Heaven). Mahdi will stay in a rented house (Rukn, temperory place
of standing) on a hill areain village (village like Makkah village) & there will be his own place on
the other side of the road with open ground (Muqam). There will be a road also leading to the
city from this open ground. This house of Mahdi (Albait) will be surrounded by opponents with
evil intentions of attack on him in 2012 A.D. Mahdi will be seen publicly on new State of Israel,
Andhra Pradesh on 14th the day of Israel’s formation. Later he will stay in his own house & it will
be demolished by his enemies. Then he will move to Bhongir. This place name will be
Chintalmet (valley of troubles or worries). It will be a valley. Jesus Christ Mahdi will be born on
red hills, Hyderabad Deccan which will be capital of State of Andhra Pradesh with costal line.
The red hills will have red soil on it. Bhongir land will be just like the Safa hill & Marwa with a

small house where Mahdi & his family will live. On this place his wife Tahseen Khadija will fell ill
& die on Friday 15 Ramzan certifying the scene of Bibi Khadija (rz). This area will be
surrounded by mountains just like Makkah village. From same place the Daabbatul Ard will
come out speaking for Mahdi. Now see the proofs from Holy books. Where ever Jesus Christ
Mahdi lives that house is symbolically called as temple of Allah because he is called as
Khalifathullaah (a man in place of Allah or vice-regent). Because Mahdi continuously worships
Allah even while doing other works& Allah’s Holy Spirit is in him. There will be slope from a hill
with black stones towards house of Mahdi. The distance between them will be around 980 feet
to 1480 feet. It will be a rectangular plot just like Safa & Marwah with equal measurements.
There will be sand around it. And from this place Mahdi will rise into the entire world. This place
will be away from main city on a deserted area with very less persons around it. He will break
the cross on polo green grounds secunderabad district of Andhra Pradesh. He will kill the
Maseeh Dajjaal on the door of fights Afzalgunj in Hyderabad on Friday. His breath with curse
will reach the place of Maseeh Dajjaal & he will die of heart attack. Mahdi will attack on him on
Friday through his literature & curse. At that time Maseeh Dajjaal will be in a western Island
London. His curse & literature will reach him there. During his childhood he will live in Delhi for
some years with his parents. Mahdi will be born in a general ward with big hall and nearby
Maseeh Dajjaal’s followers will be there who will try to make the child their follower but Allah will
save him. His own & other Uncle will try to donate the child to Maseeh Dajjaal but Allah will save
him. India will be the land of Edomites who put red mark on their fore heads. Rajender nagar
area will be just like Jerusalem along with a garden like Gethsmane garden. It will have
highways, Golgotha like place in old city. There will be highways & during his time the State will
be partitioned in two.
Jesus Christ Mahdi will go out from Hyderabad Deccan to Qadian Punjab to see the religious
man (Maseeh Dajjaal) on the eastern side of Damascus in India. There will be a village of all
Maseeh Dajjaal’s followers from the generation of Jews. India will have partitions on left & right
side with coastal lands. Pakistan & Bangla desh. Pakistan will be the most nearest war head of
Muslims against Edomites of India. Jesus Christ Mahdi will rise from East the land of Edomites
the India. All the true believer will ultimately take shelter in India. There will be a big Tsunami in
India, one in Japan & one in Haiti. King Abdullah will die after the death of King Fahad & then
the Daabbatul Ard will speak first for Mahdi. Mahdi’s family only will be enlightened along with 4
more followers. Angel Gabriel will first pledge alliance to Mahdi & before this all mankind will be
unbelieving him. Even after this the hypocrites will attack on this place of Mahdi. Mahdi with
small children will be roaming here & there without shelter. And a man will provide shelter to
Mahdi at last.
So it means a land where the unique prophetical scenes will happen naturally with
duplicate & real Messiah. Yes exactly the land where such personalities appear naturally
with claims fighting each other.

Daniel 12
The Time of End & prophecy of 1835 A.D. (1335, Maseeh
Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad MGAQ is born on 1835 A.D.)
12 The angel wearing linen clothes said, “At that time the great angel
Michael, who guards your people, will appear. Then there will be a time of

troubles, the worst since nations first came into existence. When that time
comes, all the people of your nation whose names are written in God's book
will be saved. 2 Many of those who have already died will live again:
some will enjoy eternal life, and some will suffer eternal
disgrace.3The wise leaders will shine with all the brightness of the sky. And
those who have taught many people to do what is right will shine like the
stars forever.”
4 He

said to me, “And now, Daniel, close the book and put a seal on it

until the end of the world. Meanwhile, many people will waste their
efforts trying to understand what is happening.”
5 Then

I saw two men standing by a river, one on each bank. 6 One of them

asked the angel who was standing further upstream, “How long will it be
until these amazing events come to an end?”
7 The

angel raised both hands toward the sky and made a solemn promise in

the name of the Eternal God. I heard him say, “It will be three and a half
years. When the persecution of God's people ends, all these things will have
happened.”
8I

heard what he said, but I did not understand it. So I asked, “But, sir, how
will it all end?”
9 He

answered, “You must go now, Daniel, because these words are to be
kept secret and hidden until the end comes. 10 Many people will be purified.
Those who are wicked will not understand but will go on being wicked; only
those who are wise will understand.
11 “From

the time the daily sacrifices are stopped, that is, from the time of
The Awful Horror,[b] 1,290 days will pass (Daily sacrifices stopped after
prophet Mohammed (s)). 12 Happy are those who remain faithful until
1,335 days are over! (Remember the Birth year of Maseeh Dajjaal
MirzaGhulam Ahmad is 1835. When we subtract 500 from it then we get 1335. And
opposite of 8 is three. So it actually means lucky are those who will escape from
the time of Maseeh Dajjaal.)!
13 “And

you, Daniel, be faithful to the end. Then you will die, but you will rise
to receive your reward at the end of time.”

The usage of same words of 2 Esdras 13 & Revlation 13 “came out of
sea” points to a common place of Messiah’s arrival & Maseeh
Dajjaal’s (Anti Christ666) presence.
Complete Obadiah OT Bible points to the land of Esau the Edom’s
descendants (Bani-Al Asfar, Wheatish or yellowish people the India).
Obadiah’s Vision
1 The

vision of Obadiah.

This is what the Sovereign LORD says about Edom—
We have heard a message from the LORD:
An envoy was sent to the nations to say,
“Rise, let us go against her for battle”—
2 “See, I will make you small among the nations;
you will be utterly despised.
3 The pride of your heart has deceived you,
you who live in the clefts of the rocks[a]
and make your home on the heights,
you who say to yourself,
‘Who can bring me down to the ground?’
4 Though you soar like the eagle
and make your nest among the stars,
from there I will bring you down,”
declares the LORD.
5 “If thieves came to you,
if robbers in the night—
oh, what a disaster awaits you!—
would they not steal only as much as they wanted?
If grape pickers came to you,
would they not leave a few grapes?
6 But how Esau will be ransacked,
his hidden treasures pillaged!
7 All your allies will force you to the border;
your friends will deceive and overpower you;

those who eat your bread will set a trap for you,[b]
but you will not detect it.
8 “In that day,” declares the LORD,
“will I not destroy the wise men of Edom,
those of understanding in the mountains of Esau?
9 Your warriors, Teman, will be terrified,
and everyone in Esau’s mountains
will be cut down in the slaughter.
10 Because of the violence against your brother Jacob,
you will be covered with shame;
you will be destroyed forever.
11 On

the day you stood aloof
while strangers carried off his wealth
and foreigners entered his gates
and cast lots for Jerusalem,
you were like one of them.
12 You should not gloat over your brother
in the day of his misfortune,
nor rejoice over the people of Judah
in the day of their destruction,
nor boast so much
in the day of their trouble.
13 You should not march through the gates of my people
in the day of their disaster,
nor gloat over them in their calamity
in the day of their disaster,
nor seize their wealth
in the day of their disaster.
14 You

should not wait at the crossroads
to cut down their fugitives,
nor hand over their survivors
in the day of their trouble.
15 “The day of the LORD is near
for all nations.
As you have done, it will be done to you;
your deeds will return upon your own head.

16 Just

as you drank on my holy hill,
so all the nations will drink continually;
they will drink and drink
and be as if they had never been.
17 But on Mount Zion will be deliverance;
it will be holy,
and Jacob will possess his inheritance.
18 Jacob will be a fire
and Joseph a flame;
Esau will be stubble,
and they will set him on fire and destroy him.
There will be no survivors from Esau.”
The LORD has spoken.
19 People from the Negev will occupy
the mountains of Esau,
and people from the foothills will possess
the land of the Philistines.
They will occupy the fields of Ephraim and Samaria,
and Benjamin will possess Gilead.
20 This

company of Israelite exiles who are in Canaan
will possess the land as far as Zarephath;
the exiles from Jerusalem who are in Sepharad
will possess the towns of the Negev.
21 Deliverers will go up on[c] Mount Zion
to govern the mountains of Esau.
And the kingdom will be the LORD’s.

Isaiah 9:2 Andhra Pradesh is also land of black people & coastal line.
When replaced with Israel then it fits for A.P. Light (Noor) is Mahdi.
1But there will be no more gloom for her who was in anguish; in earlier times He treated
the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali with contempt, but later on He shall make it
glorious, by the way of the sea, on the other side of Jordan, Galilee of the
Gentiles. 2The peoplewho walk in darkness Will see a great light;Those who live in
a dark land, The light will shine on them. 3You shall multiply the nation, You shall
increase their gladness; They will be glad in Your presence As with the gladness of
harvest, As men rejoice when they divide the spoil.…

Mathew 24:27
The Return of the Son of Man
26So

if they tell you, ‘There He is in the wilderness,’ do not go out; or, ‘Here He is in the

inner rooms,’ do not believe it. 27For just as thelightning comes from the east and flashes as
far as the west, so will be the coming of theSon of Man. 28Wherever there is a carcass
(dead bodies), there the vultures will gather.…

Malachi 1 New International Version (NIV)
1 A prophecy: The word of the LORD to Israel through Malachi.[a]
Israel Doubts God’s Love
2 “I

have loved you,” says the LORD.

“But you ask, ‘How have you loved us?’
“Was not Esau Jacob’s brother?” declares the LORD. “Yet I have loved Jacob, 3 but
Esau I have hated, and I have turned his hill country into a wasteland and left his
inheritance to the desert jackals.”
4 Edom

may say, “Though we have been crushed, we will rebuild the ruins.”

But this is what the LORD Almighty says: “They may build, but I will demolish. They will
be called the Wicked Land, a people always under the wrath of the LORD. 5 You will
see it with your own eyes and say, ‘Great is the LORD—even beyond the borders of
Israel!’

2 Esdras 6:9 OT Bible. (India under end days signs)
6

Then did I consider these things, and they all were made through me alone, and
through none other: by me also they shall be ended, and by none other. 7Then

answered I and said, What shall be the parting asunder of the times? or when shall be
the end of the first, and the beginning of it that followeth? 8And he said unto me, From
Abraham unto Isaac, when Jacob and Esau were born of him, Jacob's hand held first
the heel of Esau. 9For Esau is the end of the world, and Jacob is the beginning of it

that followeth. (Note:- Here in India the Jesus second coming was predestined by
Allah) 10The hand of man is betwixt the heel and the hand: other question, Esdras, ask
thou not. 11I answered then and said, O Lord that bearest rule, if I have found favour in
thy sight, 12I beseech thee, shew thy servant the end of thy tokens, whereof thou
shewedst me part the last night.

Jeremiah 49:10
But I will strip bare the land of Edom, and there will be no place left to hide. Its children, its
brothers, and its neighbors will all be destroyed, and Edom itself will be no more.

Edom
Genesis 25:29-31
29When

Jacob had cooked stew, Esau came in from the field and he was famished; 30and
Esau said to Jacob, "Please let me have a swallow of that red stuff there, for I am
famished." Thereforehis name was called Edom. 31But Jacob said, "First sell me your
birthright."…

Gen 26
34 When Esau was forty years old, he married
Judith daughter of Beeri the Hittite, and also
Basemath daughter of Elon the Hittite.
35 They were a source of grief to Isaac and Rebekah.
Genesis 28 (KJV)
9Then went Esau unto Ishmael, and took unto the wives which he had
Mahalath the daughter of Ishmael Abraham's son, the sister of Nebajoth, to be his wife.

Gen 36
2Esau took his wives of the daughters of Canaan;
Adah the daughter of Elon the Hittite, and
Aholibamah the daughter of Anah the daughter of Zibeon the Hivite;
3also Basemath daughter of Ishmael and sister of Nebaioth

Chapter 4:11 Jonah (Younus (a)) OT Bible gives the popululation figure 120 K in
2012 A.D. is another big sign of Messiah’s presence in India. Indian population
was in splendid 120 figures in 2012 when I the Mahdi was 40 years with 4tv
channel news announcement.

Above where people may repent to avoid punishment.Its actually past with prophet Jonah but
was supposed to re-happen for the sake of its certification during second coming of Christ as
Mahdi Messiah. The highest religious populated country of the world who don’t have the
knowledge of right & left hand usage. The non-Muslims.Till 1990 A.D. I personally knew
almost all of my non Muslim classmates, neighbours & others who used to eat from left hand &
they used same hand for cleaning themselves in toilets. Even now I know many such people.
But due to preaching of Muslims about the left & right hand usage many Hindus are following
Muslims in this matter. The most highly religious populated country in the world is India which
only have the figures 120 & above but less than 130. It’s 1200 million above & below 1300
million in 2012 A.D.. Many people of the past who died as unbelievers are again reincarnated
here as per the Daniel 12:2 prophecy.

Jonah 4:10-11
…10Then the LORD said, "You had compassion on the plant for which you did not work and
which you did not cause to grow, which came up overnight and perished
overnight. 11"Should I not have compassion on Nineveh, the great city in which there are
more than 120000 persons who do not know the difference between their right and
left hand, as well as many animals?"

My note: - Splendid is 2nd temple as per Haggai so is India splendid to 1.20 crore
above & below 1.25 Crore population in 2012 A.D. (Mahdi’s announcement year).

2 Esdras 7:26-44 The Temporary Messianic Kingdom. Indian state
A.P.’s city Hyderabad didn’t exist in 2000 years back but recently
appeared 400 years back. And Mahdi appeared here.
“For indeed the time will come, when the signs that I have foretold to you will come to
pass, that the city that now is not seen shall appear,[c]and the land that now is
hidden shall be disclosed. 27 Everyone who has been delivered from the evils that I
have foretold shall see my wonders.28 For my son the Messiah[d] shall be revealed with
those who are with him, and those who remain shall rejoice four hundred
years. 29 After those years my son the Messiah shall die, and all who draw human
breath.[e] 30 Then the world shall be turned back to primeval silence for seven days, as it
26

was at the first beginnings, so that no one shall be left.31 After seven days the world that
is not yet awake shall be roused, and that which is corruptible shall perish. 32 The earth
shall give up those who are asleep in it, and the dust those who rest there in silence;
and the chambers shall give up the souls that have been committed to them.33 The Most
High shall be revealed on the seat of judgment, and compassion shall pass away, and
patience shall be withdrawn.[f] 34 Only judgment shall remain, truth shall stand, and
faithfulness shall grow strong. 35 Recompense shall follow, and the reward shall be
manifested; righteous deeds shall awake, and unrighteous deeds shall not sleep. [g]36 The

pit[h] of torment shall appear, and opposite it shall be the place of rest; and the furnace of
hell[i] shall be disclosed, and opposite it the paradise of delight. 37 Then the Most High will
say to the nations that have been raised from the dead, ‘Look now, and understand
whom you have denied, whom you have not served, whose commandments you have
despised. 38 Look on this side and on that; here are delight and rest, and there are fire
and torments.’ Thus he will[j] speak to them on the day of judgment— 39 a day that has no
sun or moon or stars, 40 or cloud or thunder or lightning, or wind or water or air, or
darkness or evening or morning, 41 or summer or spring or heat or winter[k] or frost or
cold, or hail or rain or dew, 42 or noon or night, or dawn or shining or brightness or light,
but only the splendor of the glory of the Most High, by which all shall see what has been
destined. 43 It will last as though for a week of years. 44 This is my judgment and its
prescribed order; and to you alone I have shown these things.”

Prophet Moses (a) prophecised about the Lord’s coming once again
from east during end days. This means vice-regent of Allaah from
east (India).
The main controversy: - The main conterversy is wheather the prophecies about
Jesus Christ Mahdi, DaabbatulArd (Speaking creature of earth) & Maseeh Dajjaal are
symbolic & non symbolic mixed or purely direct open? Are they sealed through pictorial
language prophecies till Jesus Christ Mahdi’s arrival or unsealed? Can any one clearly
understand them perfectly other than real Jesus Christ Mahdi or not? If any Islamic
religious scholar perfectly believes in Quran, Hadiths & also wise then he will easily
accept those prophecies to be symbolic & non symbolic mixed otherwise foolish people
will create nuisance. For this they have to give time, read the books completely & then
use common sence with intelligence. If anyone believes Quran, Hadiths, Bible & other
Holy Books symbolic prophecies then most of the end day’s prophecies which were
promised by Allah have happened proving all religions to be true. And the mankind
became polytheists also due to not understanding the pictorial language prophecies
started worshipping the images of many creatures. Especially Egyptians, Greeks,
Hindus migrated from Rome, Egypt & Greece long ago, the descendants of Esau
(Edom) became the polytheists though they also believe the one creator of entire
universe. The same case is with Muslims now who are believing the symbolic
prophecies to be real non-pictorial & assuming them to come true as it is. But Muslims
worship only one Allah. They have at least very much confused in understanding the
sealed pictorial symbolic language prophecies. After all it was not their job to know or
break those seals of sealed prophecies before time. They keep on reading, try to
understand them, write books on those prophecies but at last failed. Many who were
confused started unbelieving them & left the hope also.

The scenes of Hadiths happened upon
Jesus Christ the Mahdi.
The main proof from Hadiths:- Jesus Christ Mahdi is seen in the prophecies where
there is Maseeh Dajjaal. The places of both are same because they are meeting each other in a
same place. Mohammed (s) saw Isa Ibne Maryam (Jesus Christ Mahdi) circlumbing Kaaba
against Maseeh Dajjaal. And in other prophecies Jesus Christ is arriving in a group of Muslims
in Baitul Muqaddas whose Imam (leader) Pious is Maseeh Dajjaal. Mohammed (s) said the 2
horns of Satan will rise from east (India) of Makkah & Madina. One more hadiths clearly say that
Muslims will fight with Bani Al-Asfar (Wheatish, yellowish people the Indians) during end days
when Maseeh Dajjaal will come out (Ibne Maja). These Bani Al-Asfar are the children of Esau
(Edom) son of Isaaq s/o. Prophet Ibrahim (a) & black princess. These generations are unique &
easily identified worldwide as Indians. The word Indus is derived from Edus (Edomites) & later
called as India from Indus valley civilazation.

Prophet Mohammed (s) replaced Israel, Makkah, Madinah, Iraq, Iran,
Qustuntuniya (Istanbul) with India for Mahdi’s arrival against Maseeh
Dajjaal.
Sahih Muslim V.6. P.470, Mishkat V.3.P.38 &Tirmezi: -Prophet Mohammed (s) has said
three times that Maseeh Dajjaal will not be in Syria or Yemen Oceans (It includes (Yemen, Syria
& Damascus) but in east. That means it’s India. And Maseeh Dajjaal will be killed by the hands
of the Messiah Mahdi in Syria because angels will turn its face towards Syria when he intented
to enter Makkah, Madinah. And Syria is replaced with east (Indian sub continent).

Bible OT & NT also replaced State of Israel with India (Edomites
place). Read full Bible to know the hidden invisible land of dark
people is India the land of Edomites in the east.
Decoding or revealing of all Symbolic prophecies’ Interpretations
came true in India miraclously:-All Symolic Prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus
Christ Mahdi &DaabbatulArd (Speaking creature from earth) happened practically in India &
matched perfectly with each other. It proved that the names of places used in prophecies were
purely symbolic or metamorphical in sence which were supposed to happen in India but not in
those actual places as mentioned in the prophecies of Hadiths (Islamic prophecies of end days).
The savior from Allah was urgently required in India rather than any place in the world. This
India is the highest religious populated country, with higestsuperstition, girl child killiers,
illiteracy, polytheism, injustice, hypocrisy & ignorance. It’s the higest Muslim populated country
in the world but Indian government officially declared Indian Muslim population around 180
million which is infact more than 250-350 million. This false declaration is due to reservation
politics in India. The world recognized India to be country of higest polytheism.

Allah’s promise in Quran to enlighten India during end days:-The word
India hasn’t come in Quran directly but indirectly. Allah said that he will complete the
enlightment (Islam) till its manifestation (or prevailation) over all religions despite of the disliking
or opposing of polythiests, hypocrites & unbelievers. And this prevailation of Islam is during end
daysthrought last saviour Jesus Christ Mahdi the Lord Shiva in the form of Kalki. Here in Verses
of Quran Allah is telling about the opposition parties of Islam & in fact their highest population is
found only in India. The top priority is always given naturally to the most powerful, highly
populated polythiests of the world. And that’s India with many Indians scattered worldwide. All
religious people of the world are found here along with polythiests. All Jews, Muslims, Christians
have considered India to be the land of highest population of polythiests.
Quran 61:8:- They want to extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths, but Allah will perfect
His light, although the disbelievers dislike it.
Quran 61:9:- It is He who sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of truth to
manifest it over all religion, although those who associate others with Allah dislike it.
Note:-All the companies from worldwide are making India as target for their goods due to its
being largest country in the world with many ignorants in it. And hence Allah is also inviting the
believers to do the best business.
Quran 61:10:-O you who have believed, shall I guide you to a Business (transaction) that will
save you from a painful punishment?
Quran 61:11:- [It is that] you believe in Allah and His Messenger and strive in the cause of
Allah with your wealth and your lives. That is best for you, if you should know.
Quran 9:32:-They desire to put out the light of Allah with their mouths, and Allah will allow
nothing save the perfection of His light, though the disbelievers are averse (non-Muslims).
Quran 9:33:- He it is Who hath sent His messenger with the guidance and the Religion of Truth,
that He may cause it to prevail (manifest) over all religions, however much the idolaters may
be averse.
"Indeed, Our Word has gone forth of old for our slaves, the Messengers, that they will
certainly be victorious; and that Our forces will certainly be triumphant."

Quran 37:171:- And surely Our word has gone forth respecting Our servants, the Messengers,
Quran 37:172:- That it is certainly they who would be helped;
Quran 37:173:- And that it is Our host that would certainly be prevailed (Ghalib).
Quran 58:21:- "Allah has Decreed: It is My Messengers and I who will prevail (Ghalib)."

Quran 24:55:- "Allah has promised to those amongst you who believe and do righteous
actions that He will grant you the khilafah in the land."
Hadiths:-And the messenger Muhammad (saw) said:
"Verily Allah has shown me the eastern and western part of the earth, and I saw the authority of
my Ummah (nation) dominate ALL that I saw" (Saheeh Muslim, hadeeth #2889)

Hadiths certifying Jesus Christ Mahdi’s arrival in
India:Note:-Remember Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi & Syria (shaam) means India in
symbolic language already proved. Kindly read the “Symbolic prophecies & their
interpretations”. The Jesus Christ & his family are reincarnated & they are one separate
group destined for heaven. Because they are already judged by Allah in their last
incarnations as heavenly beings. This time they are reborn as close relatives to each
other like parents, sons, daughters, wives of Jesus Christ Mahdi & few others. And
another group is the group of believers who will help & follow Jesus Christ Mahdi. These
two groups are free from hell as mercy from Allah.
Ghazwa means “a war in which rasoolallah (sent by Allah, the apostle) should be
physically present. Mohammed (s) has already died long ago & cannot be present again
physically. But its another apostle Jesus Christ reincarnated as Mahdi who is also
rasoolallah (sent by Allah) without any kind of prophethood (Nabuwat means giving
news of new events or revealing new holy laws). So the presence of another rasool
Jesus Christ Mahdi as a commander in chief also will be considered as Ghazwa.
The Hadiths of Sahih Muslim volume 6 clearly call the war with Maseeh Dajjaal as
Ghazwa. It shows the presence of Jesus Christ Mahdi is making the war to be called as
Ghazwa.

Hadith No. 1.
Nafe' bin 'Utbah reported that the messenger of Allah said: "You shall attack the peninsula of Arabia and
Allah shall give you victory over it, and then Persia and Allah shall give you victory over it, then you shall
attack Rome (Byzantine) and Allah shall give you victory over it, and then you shall attack the Dajjal and
Allah shall give you victory over him. (Muslim)

(2) HADEES OF HAZRAT SUBAN (R.A.)
the freed servant of Hazrat Muhammad(P.B.U.H.) :It is being related to Hazrat Suban(R.A.), that Hazrat Muhammad(P.B.U.H.) told that;

“Two groups amongst My Ummah would be such, to whom Allah has freed from
fire; One group would attack India & the Second would be that who would
accompany Isa Ibn-e-Maryam (A.S.)”.
Reference:
The following Hadeesquoters has quoted this Hadees as it is;
1. Imam Ahmad(R) in ‘Masnad’.
2. Imam Nisai(R) in ‘As Sunan Al Mujtaba’.
3. Sheikh Nasir-ud-Din Albani(R) approved this Hadees.
4. Same as in ‘As Sunan Al Kubra’.
5. Ibn-e-AbiAsim(R) in ‘Kitab Al Jihad’.
6. Ibn-e-Adi in ‘Al Kamil Fee ZaufaArRijal’.
7. Tibrani(R) in ‘Al Mojam Al Aust’.
8. Behqi(R) in ‘As Sunan Al Kubra’.
9. Ibn-e-Kaseer(R) in ‘Al BadayaWaNahaya’.
10. Imam Welmi(R) in ‘Masnad Al-Firdous’.
11. Imam Syuti(R) in ‘Al Jaamay Al Kabeer’.
12. Imam Manavi(R) in Al Jaamay Al Kabeer’s commentary ‘Faiz Al Qadeer’.
13. Imam Bukhari(R) in ‘Al Tareekh Al Kabeer’.
14. Imam Mazi(R) in ‘Tehzeeb Al Kamal’.
15. Ibn-e-Asaakar(R) in ‘history of Damascus’

(3) HAZRAT ABU HURAIRAH’s 2nd HADEES. Mahdi the Jesus is to be found in
India (metaphorically Syria).
It is related to Hazrat Abu Hurairah (R.A) that Hazrat Muhammad(P.B.U.H.) talked
about Hindustan(India) & said:
“Definitely, one of your troop would do a war with Hindustan, Allah would grant
success to those warriors, as far as they would bring their kings by dragging
them in chains / fetters. And Allah would forgive those warriors (by the Blessing
of this great war). And when those Muslims would return, they would find Hazrat
Isa Ibn-e-Maryam (A.S.) in Syria (Shaam)”.
References:
1. Naeem bin Hammad quoted this Hadees in his book ‘Kitab Al Fitan’.
2. Ishaq bin Rahuya(R) also quoted this Hadees in his ‘Masnad’, in which there are few
additions, so we are also quoting this narration as well, which is as follows:Hazrat Abu Hurairah (R.A.) says that, one day Hazoor (S.A.W.) said while talking about
India(Hindustan);

‘Surely, your one troop would fight with Hindustan& Allah would Bless those
Warriors(Mujahid) with success, that they would bring the leaders of Sindh in fetters,
Allah would forgive the Warriors. Then, when they would return, they would find Isa Ibne-Maryam(A.S.) in Syria”.

Hazrat Abu Hurairah(R.A.) spoke:
‘If I get that Ghazwa, then would participate in it by selling all my old & new goods.
When Allah would give us success, then we would come back & I would be a freed Abu
Hurairah, who would come in Syria and would meet Hazrat Isa Ibn-e-Maryam(A.S.)
there. O Allah’s Messenger (P.B.U.H.) ! that time, I would be in a deep desire to tell him
by going close to him that I have the honour of having the company of
Muhammad(P.B.U.H.).
The narrator tells that: Muhammad S.A.W. smiles by listening this.
Hazrat Abu Hurairah (R.A.) told that ‘if I could find that Ghazwa, then would sell all my
new & old goods and would participate in it. When Allah (S.W.T.) granted us success &
we returned, then I would be a free Abu Hurairah; who would come in the country of
Syria with such a pride of finding Hazrat Isa (A.S.) over there. O Muhammad(P.B.U.H.) !
that time it would be my intense wish that by coming closer to Hazrat Isa(A.S.), I may
tell him that I am the Sahabi of Muhammad(P.B.U.H.).
The narrator tells that Hazrat Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) smiled & said: ‘very difficult, very
difficult’.
(4) HADEES OF HAZRAT KAAB (R.A.)
This is the Hadees of HazratKaab(R.A.), he says that:
“ A King of Jerusalem (Bait-ul-Muqaddas) would make a troop move forward
towards Hindustan. The Warriors destroy the land of Hind; would possess its
treasures, then King would use those treasures for the décor of Jerusalem. That
troop would bring the Indian kings in front of King(of Jerusalem). His Warriors by
King’s order would conquer all the area between East & West. And would stay in
Hindustan till the issue of Dajjal”.
Reference:
Naeem bin Hammad(R) Ustaaz Imam Bukhari(R) did narrate this Hadees in his book
‘Al-Fitan’. In it, the name of the quoter is not mentioned who related it to
HazratKaab(R.A.). But some Arabic words are being used, so this would be considered
intersected. Those wordings are: (AlmuhkamubnuNaafi-in Amman Haddasahu An
Kaabin).
(5) HADEES RELATED TO HAZRAT SAFWAAN BIN UMROO(R)
This fifth Hadees is being related to Hazrat Safwaan bin Umroo(R) & is at contented
stage according to its orders.
He says that some people told him that Hazoor (P.B.U.H.) said:

“Some people of My Ummah will fight with Hindustan, Allah would grant them
with success, even they would find the Indian kings being trapped in fetters. Allah
would forgive those Warriors. When they would move towards Syria, then would
find Isa Ibn-e-Maryam (A.S.) over there”.
Reference:
Naeem bin Hammad did narrate this Hadees in ‘Al Fitan’.
Hadiths say that Mahdi will appear in India (Hind).
Note: - It’s already proved that Jesus Christ (Isa Son of Mary (Marium)) himself is
Mahdi. Quran also says Ahmad to come after Jesus Christ in past present future
continiuos tense because there was no new holy book or prophecies to come again.
That’s why Allah has foretold about Ahmad’s arrival (as Mahdi, the reincarnation of
Jesus Christ). It means the last Jesus Christ who was born in Israel himself will come
again with new name as Ahmad. It proves that the same man with 2 different roles in 2
different eras. Just like a single Hero acting in two different movies. It means Allah
made Jesus Christ act twice. One as a suffering servant Messiah & another as Mahdi
the Ahmad. All records of Islam prove3s that Mohammed (s) was never called or
addressed as Ahmad in his lifetime by any of his companions. But only one hadiths say
that Ahmad is also Mohammed in Buqari. This hadiths is pointing to the attribute of
Mohammed (s) in a wise style just to keep Mahdi’s name a secret. Apart from it Mahdi’s
another Hebrew name Messiah‘s exact translation in Arabic is “Maodood” which means
(most beloved, freinded, anointed one with love kindness of Allah). The two names OF
Mahdi are secret & 2 are openly mentioned in hadiths. Another hidden name is “Khan”
which means “Prince” or the “prevailer” or the conqueror. One more hadiths clearly says
that Allah have taken a covenant with Mohammed (s) not to reveal Mahdi’s name. So
Mohammed (s) wanted to hide the name of Mahdi though he has given its 1 to 2 parts
openly
.
Jabir quotes from Abu Ja’far: “When Umar asked Hazrat Ali (ra) about Mahdi, he
(Umar) said: OIbn Abu Talib (Hazrat Ali), tell me about Mahdi. What is his name?” And
Hazrat Ali (ra) said: “My dear, close friend, our Prophet saas) said: “Allah had me
promise not to reveal his name to anybody until he would appear. His [Hazrat
Mahdi (as)] name is one of the knowledge which Allah entrusted upon His
messenger. (Iqmal al-din) (Gaybah, Allame Muhammad BaqirMajlisi, Ansariyan
Publishing , Iran, 2007)
(a) HazratAns (Allah be pleased with him) reported, "I heard from my friend and Master,
the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) and said the (Qiyyamat)
hour will not come till Allah has raised two Jamaat's (groups) on whom the fire of Hell
will be forbidden (Haram). One group will side with the Mahdi, whose name will be
Aihmad, in jihad in Hind (India) and one group will be with the Isa [Jesus] son of Mary."

Imam Bukhari has reported this in his book. (An-Najam-us-Saqib, Vol. 2, footnotes on
page 41)

Bible prophecies about Jesus Christ Messiah’s second coming India:
- Prophet Ibrahim (s) son Isaac (a) begot Esau (Edom) & Jacob (yaqoob (a)) who were born as
twins. Allah has chosen Yaqoob (a) & rejected with hatred to Esau (Edom). So Allah has even
chosen the descendants of Yaqoob (a) but hated the descendants of Esau. The symbol of Esau
became red due to a story of red curry/stew. Later I was inspired by Allah that the Esau’s
descendants put red mark on their foreheads as symbol of their generation. That is only among
Indians the Hindus. Even Hindus don’t know about putting red mark on their foreheads. They
are just following this custom since generations & have developed many stories also about it.
Esau married the black princess of kedar tribe one of the daughters or grand daughters of
Prophet Ishmael (a). She bore many children who were wheatish & are called as Bani Al-Asfar
(children of yellow or wheatish just like Indians who are born out of white father & black mother,
the descendants of Esau. Rome is one of the descendants of Esau. These people mostly
settled in India).

Your Objections with questions & my answers to them:Where Jesus’s second coming the Mahdi’s Date of Birth is mentioned? Whre it is mentioned
that his parents name are Surayya & Masood in Hadiths? Where it is mentioned that Daabbatul
Ard will speak in Safa Marwah like rectangular place Raigiri, Bhongiri, Nalgonda district,
Telangana, India? Where it is mentioned that Maseeh Dajjaal will come in India, Punjab, Jewish
colony Qadian? Where it is written that Qustuntuniya is sub continent India? Where it is written
that Jesus Christ Mahdi will come from Chintalmet, Upparpally, Hyderguda and Rajender Nagar,
Andhra Pradesh, India in 2012 A.D. from a house on a hill? Where it is written that State of
Israel is replaced with Indian state Andhra Pradesh? Where it is written that Mahdi’s house will
be demolished, his rented house will be surrounded by enemies due to his claims & fixing the
banners for invitation of pledging alliance to him (Bayit)? Where it is written that Imam Mahdi is
rasool of Allah without Nabuwat (prophethood) & he will claim to be Mahdi? Where it is written
that Mahdi is reincarnation of Jesus Christ & will be born in Maseeh Dajjaal’s group & will
approach him with miracles of Peacock’s speaking as a great sign of Allah? And also show the
proofs from Quran & Hadiths for whatever amazing surprising claims you did which appear to be
so strange which were never known to us are true? Show us the proofs right now. Just show us
from Hadiths & Quran first as we don’t believe in other Holy Books. They are not perfect &
corrupted. Give all references right now. We the Islamic scholars have been reading the Quran
& Hadiths for last 1400 years but didn’t see these signs. How come you are claiming these
signs to be found in Quran & Hadiths?
My answer to you is “Your objections are natural & due to sealed prophecies”: - All my
claims will be really appearing strange,surprising to all religious scholars but ultimately shall be
proved perfectly based on Quran & Hadiths. Don’t worry these holy proofs are my weapons
which shall strike arising head of every unbeliever, hypocrite & ignorant against me inshallaah.
Wait, don’t be so hasty as you are not standing in a shopping mall for purchasing goods but

came for the proofs of my claims for investigations. It needs some time, patience &
understanding minds. Whatever I claimed is 100% proved Mashallaah but it was all sealed for
you people to understand it. It was supposed to be unsealed by me only on right time & place. It
was plan of Allah & I am just his inspired guided one to those keys of unsealing. I am also a part
of those sealed prophecies which are opened naturally then I became enlightened one & wise
by the grace of my Allah. Please read the entire “Proofs book” of mine where I have quoted all
hadiths, references & detailed investigations also. That’s the proof & it takes 2 minutes per page
for reading with concentration in order to understand. Are you ready to give time? It is also
mentioned in hadiths that one word is a sword of Mahdi which is the keys to many swords
again. Whatever you asked are all interlinked & required full concentration & time to read that
all. If yes get all the proofs or else get away from me in peace, please. Allah is not with those
who don’t have proper pateince & reasoning powers.
The Holy books proofs of Mahdi interlinked with many other proofs just like a long chain
of swords destroying all attacks of unbelievers.
19- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated through the same chain of narrators from Aban bin Taghlib
that Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) said:
“Very soon 313 persons will come to your Masjid - that is the Masjid of Mecca - the people of
Mecca will know that hey are not natives. All of them will be carrying swords and each of the
swords will be inscribed with the Kalimah from each of which a hundred Kalimas will be coming
out.
Then the Almighty Allah shall send a breeze that shall call out in every valley, ‘This is Mahdi,
who shall judge like Prophet Dawood and Sulaiman and he would not ask for evidence.’”
(Biharul Anwar vol. 51,52,53)
20- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Husain from Muhammad bin Yahya Attar
from Muhammad bin Hasan Raazi from
Muhammad bin Ali Kufi from Ismail bin Mahran from Muhammad bin Abu Hamza from Aban
bin Taghlib, a similar tradition and in that he says:
“Every sword will be inscribed with a thousand words and each word will be a key to a
thousand words.” (Swords here means proofs match with bible swords of mouth)

Mahdi will publish a book of his proofs.
158-Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ali bin Husain from Muhammad bin Yahya from
Muhammad bin Hasan Raazi from Muhammad bin Ali Kufi from Ali bin Hakam from Bataini from
Abu Basir from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he said:
“The Qaim will come from the defile of Mt. Thi Tuwa with three hundred and thirteen men
equal to the number of fighters in the Battle of Badr. He will lean against Hajar Aswad and wave
his victorious banner.”
Ali bin Abu Hamza said: “I mentioned that to Abul Hasan Musa bin Ja’far Kazim (a.s.) and he
said: “It is a published book.”
(Biharul Anwar vol.51,52,53)

Mahdi’s places names discovered in Holy books.

As per full investigations of Holy Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism & Tibetans
prophecies the places names of Mahdi’s birth, living, appearing & workings are
mentioned below.
The places names of the Mahdi are in East of the world Asian subcontinent India.
The prophecies have these names in Holy books. Some of the names are
metaphorical, some are in riddles & some areliteral. Red hills, South (Deccan) &
the East are literal. Indirect riddle form names are Independent India, Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, Hyderabad Deccan, Red Hills, Mahdipatnam, Mahdipura,
Hyderguda, Rajendernagar, Chintalmet, Upparpally, Himayat sagar garden,
Afzalgunj, Nalgonda district, Bhongir, Raigir, Delhi, Qadian & Punjab. The
prophecies told about the meanings of these places in Holy books. In fact these
names are extracted from the meanings of the words used in the prophecies. We
can say the translation of the meanings of the places used in prophecies means
the above mentioned names in Indian languages.

For example
1) “Hyderabad & Hyderguda” is mentioned as “the Jungle of the Lion or
Lion’s living place” in 2 Esdras 11 Bible OT.
2) “Chintalmet” is mentioned as “Place of Trouble or Trouble Valley” in Bible
OT.
3) “Upparpally” is mentioned as “the potter’s clay work” in Bible OT.
4) “Andhra Pradesh” place of Andhram (Telugu, Trilinga, Shiva) in Hinduism.
5) “Aruna Chala or Laal Tekri or Red Hills, Erragadda” is mentioned as
Shiva’s birth place or transformation & Gesar’s retreating on red hills (erra
gadda which means red hills) at age of 39 years.
6) “Delhi” is metaphorically called as Egypt, Afzalgunj as “Palestine”,
Hyderabad as “Jerusalem”, Punjaab as “Isfahan”, Raigir as “Antakya”,
Nalgonda district Bhongir as “Damascus”, door of fight as “Baab Ludd”,
Rajender nagar (the king of heaven’s place) as “kingdom of heaven”,
Village of Mahdi as “Makkah”, House of Mahdi & Mahdi himself with wife as
“Kaaba”, city as “Madinah”, Kufa as “Lion like Mahdi’s shelter” etc .

Comparisons of symbolic words used in prophecies.
The equivalent symbolic codes of places names used in the prophecies.
(a) Qustuntuniya (Istanbul) peninsula (29 alphabets )= Sub Continent Old
India peninsula (29 alphabets). (b) Syria (Shaam) (5 alphabets )=India (5
alphabets ), (c) State of Israel (13 alphabets )= Andhra Pradesh (13
alphabets). (d) Bab Ludd Palestine (16 alphabets )=Fight at Afzalgunj (16
alphabets), (E) Jerusalem (9 alphabets ) =Hyderabad (9 alphabets), (f)
Baitul Muqaddas Masjid-e-Aqsa (25 alphabets) = Minaratul Maseeh

mosque Aqsa (25 alphabets), (g) Isphahan Kadi (12 alphabets )= Islampur
Qazi (Qadian, 12 alphabets), (h) Iraq Bola (8 alphabets )=Pakistan (8
alphabets),
(i) yahoodi (7 alphabets )=Qadiani =Qanzeer (7 alphabets), (j) Maseeh
Dajjaal (13 alphabets)= Ahmadiya Jamat or Ahmadiyya Cult or Qadiani
Jamaat or Aihmadia Group or Aihmadia Jamat (13 alphabets) (k)
Khorasan=East or the place from where sun rises, (l) Koofa (5 alphabets ) or
kaaf vow pesh fay alif zabar= koofaa=Dekkan (6 alphabets)= south (5
alphabets ), (m) Makkah=rented House of Mahdi Rukun (also kaba, Qibla),
(n) Muqaam=own House of Mahdi (also kaba, Qibla), (o)Hajre Aswad=Black
stone or Rock, (p) western Island (13 alphabets )=Western London (13
alphabets ), (q) Muslims conquering Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Qustuntuniya
& then resting = Means Muslim Moghals conquered Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,
sub continent & then rested. (r) Maseeh Dajjaal doing twaf of kaaba with
one person & Jesus Christ doing twaf of kaba with 2 person’s support
=Maseeh Dajjaal going round the mosque aqsa qadian when real Jesus also
available with 2 persons going round the aqsa mosque, (s)
Mahdi & his Family’s place Upparpally in Bible. (I Mahdi was in
Upparpally area in 2012 when my house was surrounded by evil gang)
Jeremiah 18:1-12 The Potter and the Clay
…5Then the word of the LORD came to me saying, 6"Can I not, O house of Israel, deal with
you as this potter does?" declares the LORD. "Behold, like the clay in the potter's
hand, so are you in My hand, O house of Israel. 7"At one moment I might speak concerning
a nation or concerning a kingdom to uproot, to pull down, or to destroy it.

“House of Israel in place of Clay”, or “the place of
clay works”=Upparpally, “you (House of Israel the
Mahdi) are in my hand just like clay in the potters
hand”
Tibetan Gesar’s retreat at 39 years age prophecy of Erra Gadda (Red
Hills in Telugu language).

At Jisuya, the researchers were told the legend that Gesar was born on a Saturday in a yak hair tent in Jisuya.
Gesar was born into a poor herder's family and it was said the sky was covered with auspicious clouds and spanned
by a rainbow. Some versions say that, aged 39 he made a retreat on Red Hill.

Hyderabad mentioned in Bible OT. It’s mentioned in Padma Puran &
Hadiths also. Mahdi is called as Lion in hadiths & the place of his
living would be called as “The place where Lion lives”. It means
Hyderabad.
Lord Kalki will appear in the home of the most eminent brahmana of Shambhala village (My note:-It
means Andhra Pradesh) , the great souls Vishnuyasha and his wife, the pure of thought Sumati.
— Srimad-Bhagavatam Bhag.12.2.18
Padma will be the consort of the avatar, as written in the Kalki Purana.[12] The beloved of Kalki who is
incarnation of Lakshmi lives at dwīpa (island) Simhalē ( simha (Lion) + lē(of))= "the island of the
lion"(1:3:9). Lion City island. (My note:- It means Hyderabad in the Southern Peninsula. In old times
peninsula is also called as dwip (island) like “Jazeeratul Aab (arabia the island)”.)

Shambhala derived from one of the names of Shiva as Shambhu. It’s
Indian state Andhra Pradesh(Telangana) .
Shambhu is primarily used in the Indian language and its language of origin is Sanskrit.
The meaning of the name is benevolent, kind, source of happiness. It is derived from the words
'sham' meaning happiness ; 'bhu' source. This is a name of Shiva in Hindu mythology.

According to Tibetan Buddhist Teachings, Shambhala is a "Place of Happiness and
Tranquility" and also a place where many religious teachings originated. The place is
sometimes seen as a physical location but has also been mythologized to be the Buddhist
version of Heaven (called "Pure Land"), full of enlightened inhabitants who have
accumulated positive karma and are therefore permitted entry. The place is also
repeatedly mentioned in Hinduism (called "Sambalah" there). The "Forbidden Land" or
"The Land of White Waters" is also known to non-religious ancient Chinese legends.
Similar to Abrahamic Religions, legend has it that one day when the world is taken over
by evil and darkness, an army of good will come from Shambhala to rid the planet of evil
and begin a new Golden Age. Some say the date for this event is 2424 A.D. According to
Tibetan monks, the place is located "somewhere around McLeodGanj" (shown in the
next image), which is also the current home of the Dalai Lama.
Province of Andhras. "Andhra" is the name of a tribe mentioned in ancient Sanskrit literature,
later used as a synonym for Telugu people; "Pradesh" means province.
the word Telugu comes from Trilinga
Trilinga is another name for Telugu country. This word is a Shaivite term and derived from

the fact that there are three Shaivite temple cities in Telugu country. They are Srisailam,
Daksharama and Kaleswaram.

The etymology of Telugu is not known for certain. It is thought to have been derived from trilinga, as
in Trilinga Desa, "the country of the three lingas". According to a Hindu legend, Shiva descended as
a linga on three
mountains: Kaleswaram in Telangana, Srisailam in Rayalaseema and Bhimeswaram in Coastal
Andhra; in the legend, these marked the boundaries of the Telugu country.[1

The Old Testament Bible says that Maodood (Messiah) will come out from
Hyderabad & speak to the Maseeh Dajjaal the 4rth khalifa and due to his
curse Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth Khalifa will die: - This prophecy of Maseeh
Dajjaal 4rth & Messiah’s arrival is in pictorial language. Wise men can
understand it. All Christians say that the prophecies are sealed till
Messiah’s arrival. That’s true. None of the Christians or Muslims could see
the name of Hyderabad in OT Bible 2 Esdras 11. But I saw it.
Read this 37 I looked and saw what appeared to be an angry lion come roaring out of
the forest. I heard it speak in human language to the eagle and say, 38“Listen, Eagle,
to what I have to say to you; it is the message of God Most High: (My note:-It means he
is a warner & apostle) 39 You are the only one left of the four animals that I appointed to
govern my world and to bring the ages of this world to an end. 40You are the fourth
animal and you have conquered all the animals that came before you. As long as you
have been in this world, you have ruled it through terror, oppression, and deceit, 41with
a total disregard for truth. 42You have viciously attacked harmless people who were
living in peace; you have hated those who spoke the truth, and you have loved liars.
You have destroyed the homes of those who were prosperous and have torn down the
walls of those who did you no harm. 43God Most High knows how proud and arrogant
you are. The Almighty One44has looked back over the world he established. The end
has come; the final age is over. 45So, Eagle, the time has come for you to vanish, along
with your big, terrible wings, your small, wicked wings, your evil heads, your awful
claws, and your whole worthless body. 46The entire world will be set free from your
violence and renewed as it sets its hope on the judgment and mercy of God, who
created it.”
While the lion was speaking in this way to the eagle, I looked 2 and saw that the last
head of the eagle was gone. Then the two small wings that had moved over to that
head rose up to govern, but their rule was short and full of trouble. 3They disappeared
before my eyes, and the whole body of the eagle burst into flames, and the world was
terrified.

31“You saw the angry lion come roaring out of the forest, and you heard it speak to the
eagle and rebuke it for the evil that it had done and for all that it had said. 32
The
lion represents the Messiah, whom God Most High has held back until the end. He
will be a descendant of David and will come and speak
to the rulers. He will rebuke
them for their wickedness, their sinfulness, and their contempt for God's ways. 33While
they are still living, he will bring them to judgment, condemn them for their sin, and
destroy them. 34But he will have mercy on the rest of my people, those who are left in
my land; he will set them free and make them happy until the end comes, the Judgment
Day about which I told you at the beginning.
Now investigations
32 The lion represents the Messiah, whom God Most High has held back until the end.
He will be a descendant of David.”
Now from where the Lion who is Messiah coming?
From the Jungle where Lion Lives.
Where is the Jungle?
The Jungle is there where Lion Lives.
But which jungle? Where is that Jungle? In which country? What is the name of
the Jungle?
That is not mentioned here but that Jungle is there where Lion lives. What is the name
of that Jungle?
I said the jungle name is not mentioned.
Ok. It means “the place where Lion lives or the jungle of the lion”. So it means the name
of the place where Messiah lives is “The place inhabited by the Lion”. It means
“Hyderabad” in Arabic & Urdu mixed language. And Messiah means “Maodood” in
Arabic language.
And now where is the word Deccan (South) mentioned in Bible? It’s there in Gospel of
Barnabbas. Chapter 96
The priest answered: 'By thy words and signs at any rate we believe thee to be a
prophet and an holy one of God, wherefore I pray thee in the name of all Judaea and
Israel that thou for love of God shouldst tell us in what wise the Messiah will come.'

Jesus answered: 'As God liveth, in whose presence my soul standeth, I am not the
Messiah whom all the tribes of the earth expect, even as God promised to our father
Abraham, saying: "In thy seed will I bless all the tribes of the earth." But when God shall
take me away from the world, Satan will raise again this accursed sedition, by making
the impious believe that I am God and son of God, whence my words and my doctrine
shall be contaminated, insomuch that scarcely shall there remain thirty faithful ones:
whereupon God will have mercy upon the world, and will send his messenger for whom
he hath made all things; who shall come from the south with power, and shall
destroy the idols with the idolaters; who shall take away the dominion from Satan which
he hath over men. He shall bring with him the mercy of God for salvation of them that
shall believe in him, and blessed is he who shall believe his words.
And here also in Hinduism. Lord Shiva’s one of the names is “Dakshineshwar (lord of
the south)”. And now add Hyderabad with Deccan.
Where is the word “Red Hills”? Its there in Hadiths Ibne Maja volume 3. “until he
(dajjaal) will stop at the red hill at the end of the marsh (end of saltish wet land=
coastal area’s end).” And the Rev chapter 13 says “Maseeh dajjaal will stand near the
Messiah’s birth place to swallow it”. It means the Maseeh Dajjaal will reach to the birth
place of Messiah upto red Hills. Because other prophecies says its Messiah taking birth
in red hills & hadiths say that Dajjaal will at last come there at “red hills”. And its there is
Tibetan’s prophecy about Gesar Khan (Mahdi). “Gesar Khan at the age of 39 made a
retreat on Red Hill”. It’s also there in Hinduism with “Lord Shiva”. He will be manifested
himself in Aruna Chala (red Hills) which means he will be born in red hills.
Ultimately Hyderabad, Red Hills names are found in Holy books for Mahdi. Further
East the India, Andhra Pradesh (Shambhala derived from word “Shambhu” the name
of shiva, Andhra is derived from Andhram which is derived from Telugu, Trilinga, the
places of Shiva. So AP state is also found in Holy prophecies.

Mahdi is Hyderabad’s Bedouin (Gaaoonti=Village man, dehaati,
baddu, Banjara)
Mahdi to be a Bedouin from Hyderabad. The language “Deccani Urdu” is
Bedouins language of old Muslims in Hyderabad Deccan.
Hadiths say that a Bedouin Muslim young man will go to Maseeh Dajjaal & this
young man’s parents will force him to believe in Maseeh Dajjaal.
Breaking of Cross requires Bible prophecies with scenes to be practically
certified first:-To break Cross Messiah Jesus Christ Mahdi was supposed to be first
recognized by the Bible also. Then only being a true Muslim Messiah Cross will be
broken. So it happened.The scenes & true prophetical scenes went together & now “its

over” mission impossible for anybody claiming to be Jesus Christ Mahdi Messiah son of
King David (a) .
Prophetical Metaphorical places names in Prophecies & then its replacement.
First Mohammed (s) gave the names of the places in prophecies, then replaced them
with main country sub continent India which is in east of Damascus, Makkah, Medina
(Yathrab), then those scenes happened practically in those places with similarity in
India. In the same way Bible first gave the prophecies of end days to happen in Israel
then replaced it with the place of Edomites the East, the India & then those scenes
happened in India. Hindus being third largest religious people are already awaiting last
saviour from India only. Quran, Hadiths, Bible gave the scenes of end days with Jesus
Christ Messiah Mahdi in sealed prophecies & all of them collectively happened
practically in India on its right time as promised by Allah.
You should know very well that the prophecies were sealed & common man other than
Jesus Christ Mahdi none were supposed to reveal them. You are puzzled, irritated &
confused by trying to uncode or unseal them. But you are not the authority to unseal it
legally except Jesus Christ Mahdi Messiah Mahadev the final last Kalki.Its already
mentioned in Bible, Hadiths also that people will at last leave hope for his coming &
become faithless despite of beautiful big mosques.
Daniel 12:4 says He said to me, “And now, Daniel, close the book and put a seal on it
until the end of the world. Meanwhile, many people will waste their efforts trying to
understand what is happening.”
Quran says zaqraf 61 “Jesus Christ Mahdi is the knowledge (sign also) of the clock” of
end days.
The names of places like Makkah, Madina, Israel, Syria, Yemen, Iraq, Kufa, Qustuntuniya, Bola,
Yahoodia, Isfahan, Khorasan, Baab Ludd, Palestine, Mount Afeeq, dry land near makkah with
safa hill & Marwa, Black stone, Rukun, Muqam ibrahim, demolistion of kaaba, Mahdi’s taking
shelter in kaaba, desert, earth swallowing people etc are attached with scenes, characters in the
scenes & they are all replaced by Mohammed (s) himself. The same replacement was already
done in Bible OT & NT by the prophets of Allah. First they all narrated the names of places like
this in connection with Israel & then said that they are to be replaced by Allah. And Mohammed
(s) also narrated these above mentioned names in hadiths about end days & at last replaced
them with “East of Makkah, Madina (Yathrab), Ghazwa e Hind, interpretation of country’s name
with mangoe as India & dates with Arabia, good smell from Hind, destruction of all polythiests,
White minar on mosque aqsa on Eastern side of Damascus, Makkah, Madina, the sub continent
with 3 partitions, Mahdi whose name is Ahmad & his fights in India etc”. And the practically
coming true of those prophecised scenes naturally happened with Jesus Christ Mahdi proved
these names of places to be purely metaphorical. And the time has passed already by 2016
A.D. as per prophecies. And these scenes cannot re happen anywhere in the world & their time

has now become past. Niether the scenes happen again nor the time can come back. Hadiths
have given the scenes & wherever those scenes happened with Mahdi’s claimant are having
some names. So recognize Jesus Christ Mahdi, the scenes & through them know the actual
names of those places. Many Edomites in the form of polythiests Arabs were settled in Makkah
& cleaned by Mohammed (s) at last & now rest of the Edomites along with Hypocrites are
gathered in India to be cleaned from falsehood. The Quran surah Jumma’s first 4 verses are
being repeated here as per Allah’s promises.
Why Muslims deny Jesus Christ Mahdi? Because I Jesus Christ Mahdi claimed to be rasool
of Allah & Muslims have a lot of respect for Allah’s rasool Mohammed (s) who is the last
prophet. When they see me claiming to be rasool then they started comparing me with
Mohammed (s)’s honour & hence revolted against me. Majority of them are ignorants,
hypocrites, incomplete in Islamic knowledge & end days prophecies. More over they are very
emotional & quarrelsome without any authentic proofs misled by some few religious scholars.
They say that Jesus Christ is rasool & Nabi of Allah and lifted alive in heavens with body. They
again expect him to be same rasool & Nabi under the religious rule of Mohammed (s) to come
again. And they consider Mahdi to be a different man with work of leadership. So these people
are wrong & going against Quran & Hadiths. For their false beliefs they want to fight against me
thinking that I am working against Islam. They are foolish, quarrelsome & nonsence. They must
be pushed back by other forces of Allah. My humble invitation is only to researchers,
government gazeted officers or good designation officers, Doctors, Engineers, Scientists &
certified true Islamic scholars under a peaceful research centre. I don’t even want to talk to
these ignorant Muslims because I am mad, foolish & bad for them. I accept that I am mentally
disabled for them & they are mentally disabled for me. Is it not correct? I am supported with
certificates also for such people to avoid nuisance in the name of Islam.
If you have faith in Quran, Hadiths then you have to read Bible & other Holy books also atleast
for preaching Islam. It’s not compulsory for common simple Muslims who don’t want to preach
Islam to other old religious people. For them the orders of Allah & prophet Mohammed (s) is
enough. But if you want to know more & research in Quran then you will definitely require
complete Bible with Old & New Testaments combined. The prophecies of Islam & Bible are
interlinked. The Quran gives main clues of end days, Hadeeses gives its details with scenes &
Bible also give their details. I am not telling you to follow old holy laws of Bible but mainly for the
end days prophecies its knowledge is must.Because arrival of Jesus Christ Mahdi is to break
Cross & kill Maseeh Dajjaal the swine. And as per Quran’s verse Alimran 3:81 & Alahzaab 7
Jesus Christ Mahdi is the last rasool to certify the prophecies of all main prophets including
Mohammed (s) also. And based upon Hadiths of Mohammed (s) that all the prophets earlier
warned their followers of Maseeh Dajjaal we come to know that his killer is also mentioned with
them. That Killer is same Jesus Christ Messiah Mahdi. So Mohammed (s) has himself certified
the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ Mahdi of previous holy books. Hadiths
gave the scenes of Jesus Christ Mahdi’s fights with Maseeh Dajjaal, descent among Maseeh
Dajjaal’s group & the scenes of Daabbatul Ard. Main scenes are as it is with little metaphorical
things mixed, places like Syria, Damascus, Makkah, Madina, Iraq, Baab Ludd, Palestine etc are
replaced with sub continent India & its places. And Bible gave few very important names of
those places found in India like Hyderabad, Deccan (South), Andhra Pradesh, Hyderguda,
Upparpally, Chintalmet, Rajendernagar etc but in very secret sealed prophecies. Quran &

Hadiths gave the scenes about Jesus Christ Mahdi & Daabbatul Ard’s speaking for him. The
scenes of Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ Mahd’s fight, the scene of breaking cross by him, the
scene of his house demolition, the scene of attack on his family in his absence, the scene of his
house being surrounded by enemies etc. And those scenes are the keys to recognize the
places names because those scenes will happen in the similar places as mentioned in hadiths
with metaphorical names of places. Where ever those scenes happen in India will give you the
names of those places which will perfectly fit in the metaphorical places names of prophecies.
The number of alphabets used in international English language are equal to those number of
alphabets of those places names where scenes have happened with Jesus Christ Mahdi.
Hadiths say “dry land=7 alphabets” & its recognized as “Bhongir=7 alphabets” about Daabbatul
Ard.Hadiths & Quran did not say to calculate the number of alphabets of these places but it has
matched like this. The scenes occurred & the wisdom of usage of those metaphorical names of
places in Hadiths is revealed in this way. There is a perfect connection in usage of those places
names in prophecies narrating the scenes about Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal & other
major end days signs.

Prophecies about Knowledgeable group of truth in metaphorical
Jerusalem (Hyderabad) India (Syria). And this group is of Mahdi with
true knowledge.
The Importance of Visiting Masjid Al-Aqsa
2, Abu Hurayrah (ra) relates that the Prophet (saw) said, "You should not undertake a special
journey to visit any place other than the following three Masjids with the expectations of getting
greater reward: the Sacred Masjid of Makkah (Ka’bah), this Masjid of mine (the Prophet’s Masjid
in Madinah), and Masjid Al-Aqsa (of Jerusalem)". In another narration the words are, "For three
Masjids a special journey may be undertaken: The Sacred Masjid (Ka’bah), my Masjid and
Masjid of Jerusalem (Al-Aqsa). (Muslim, Bukhari, Abu Dawud)

The Imam Ahmad related in his Musnad that Abu Umama Al-Bahili quoted Rasoolallah
(saw) as
saying: “A group from my Ummah are still knowledgeable about the truth, they are
vanquishing their enemy, and those who disagree with them cannot harm them until
Almighty Allah’s command comes to them. They are thus.” “O Messenger of Allah,” he
was asked, “where are they?” “In and around Jerusalem,” Rasoolallah (saw) replied.
[Musnad al-Imam Ahmad, Vol 5 p 269 (al-Maktab al-Islami Lil Tiba’awa al-Nashir,
Beirut)]
Rasulallah (saw) said: “Behold, indeed the heart of the abode of the believers is
al-Sham.”
[Ahmed]

Ibn ‘Asakir quoted Yunus Ibn Maysara Ibn Halbas as saying that Rasoolallah (saw) had
stated: “This matter (namely the Khilafa) will be after me in Madina, then in Syria, then
in the Jazira, then in Iraq, then in Madina, then in Jerusalem. If it is in Jerusalem, its
home country is there, and if any people expel it, it will not return there for ever.”
[Ibn ‘Asakir, TahdhibTarikhDimashq al-Kabir, Volume 1, p42. (Dar al-Masiyrah, Beirut,
1979]
Hadith 1
Thawban said, "The Prophet said: 'Three men will be killed at the place where your treasure is.
Each of them will be the son of a Khalifah, and none of them will get hold of the treasure. Then
black banners will come out of the east...' If you see him, go and give him your allegiance, even if
you have to crawl over ice, because he is the Khalifah of Allah, the Mahdi.'"

Prophet Mohammed (s) felt Cool breeze from India.
Hadiths narrated by Ali (rz) & Ibne Abbas (rz) that Prophet Mohammed (s) turned
his face towards India & said that a cool breeze comes to him from India.
[Mustadrak Al Haakim Hadith 4053 Hakim said This Hadith is Sahih on the conditions of
[Sahih] Muslim From: Al Mustadrak Ala al Sahihainby Al Hakim Al-Nisaburi Jild 2, Kitab:
Tawareekh ul Mutaqadmeen Min Al Anbiyai Wal Mursaleen]

